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Abstract. Algorithmic Thinking (AT) is at the core of Computational
Thinking (CT). A number of initiatives target CT, few of them focus
on AT and even less deal with Graph Algorithmic Thinking (GAT) with
younger learners. This paper reports on tangibles’ design for GAT, ap-
pealing to different senses so as to engage learners actively. It presents
a field study with GAT tangibles and 14–15 years old high-school learn-
ers, divided into two groups: one group used tangibles, the other used
traditional means, namely, paper and pencils. The study results show
that tangibles were more engaging than in the traditional GAT setting,
and differences among groups are statistically significant. The paper con-
cludes by discussing the study results and advancing suggestions for fu-
ture interventions related to engagingly teaching GAT.

Keywords: Multimodal · Tangible · Algorithmic Thinking · Computa-
tional Thinking · Children · Teens.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Rationale

In parallel with the rapid growth of digital technology and its pervasiveness in ev-
eryday life, all citizens must have a range of new Computer Science related skills
and competences, which schools need to teach in order to help grow tomorrow’s
citizens, starting from the early years of primary schools [13,17,41]. A number
of educational initiatives have been developed to promote such skills, in various
contexts. Among others, Computational Thinking (CT) initiatives have gained
popularity in different countries, e.g., in Italy, with “Programma il Futuro” [35].
CT represents a universally applicable attitude, and a set of Computer Science
skills needed by everyone, not just by computer scientists [55].

At the core of CT skills are Algorithmic Thinking (AT) skills. Strictly related
with problem solving, AT is concerned with representing a problem in a suitable
abstract manner, and planning its resolution through a step-by-step strategy.

https://www.unibz.it/en/faculties/computer-science/
https://aau.at/en/informatics-didactics/
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This paper stems from research which promotes AT at school in a novel manner:
it abandoned frontal lectures or computer screens, and it designed tangibles for
AT which promote diverse interaction modalities (briefly, tangibles).

Such tangibles are designed primarily for 9–15 years old children. Reference
theories for the their design were, mainly, socio-constructivism and multi-modal
learning, as explained in the following. Socio-constructivism holds that children
actively construct their knowledge through diverse interactive experiences. In
line with that, tangibles are designed for different learning scenarios, according
to the envisioned learning goal. Moreover, tangibles are designed intentionally
screen-less so as to enable social interactions as head-up games do [52]. By lever-
aging on multi-modal learning, such tangibles aim at appealing to different senses
and making immediately perceivable otherwise too abstract reasoning forms for
9–15 years old children [31]. In particular, Moreno and Meyer defined guidelines
and recommendations for multi-modal learning, which have been considered in
the design of tangibles for AT so as to best combine different sensory stimuli
(e.g., audio and tactile) [36].

In summary, the research at the basis of this paper designed AT tangible
for fostering an engaging experience, as in multi-modal learning and socio-
constructivism.

1.2 Focus and Contributions

This paper reports on a field study with tangibles for AT with specific data
structure: graphs. Example problems with graphs are found in social networks,
computer networks, traffic networks. The formal definition of a graph, subsumed
in the rest of the paper, is as follows: a(n undirected) graph is an ordered pair G =
(V,E), with V = {v1, ..., vn} the set of nodes, and E = {{vi, vj} | vi, vj ∈ V } the
set of edges between pairs of nodes.

The paper deals with Graph AT (GAT). GAT is relevant and applicable in
different learning contexts; it is possible to find concrete examples taken from
real life contexts, and hence to contextualise problems that learners are asked
to tackle. Imagine a traffic network context, with islands to connect via bridges.
Islands can be modelled as graph nodes, and edges between nodes represent
connecting bridges. See a graphical representation of such a situation in Fig. 1,
which has four islands (A, B, C, D) and four connecting bridges to construct.
Therein, a sequence of connecting bridges from the island A to the island C gives
a so-called path, e.g., through the bridges from A to B and then from B to C.

GAT in this context can mean tackling diverse problems: Can an island
connect to all the others, and how? Is there a way of connecting all the islands
together, so that there is exactly one path from any one island, to any other?
And, in case bridges have different costs, is there a way of minimising the total
cost? Answering the first question means deciding if the graph is connected.
Answering the second means deciding whether there exists a spanning three.
The answer to the third question considers the costs of bridges, and selects
those leading to a minimum cost. By referring to Fig. 1, this would be the path
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with all bridges except the one connecting D and C. That amounts to finding a
so-called minimum spanning tree.

Fig. 1. Typical intervention with a graphical representation of islands (A, B, C, D)
and connecting bridges with costs (e.g. 10 and 50 cents). The GAT tangibles represent
nodes and edges of the graph.

At the same time, GAT is a topic rarely dealt within schools; no children
involved in the study of this paper knew of graphs or GAT, which enabled the
study to test engagement in GAT through tangibles without children having
prior experience of it. Teaching GAT means asking learners to:

1. understand what graphs are,
2. model a problem with graphs,
3. design general strategies to solve the problem and similar problems by relying

on graphs,
4. explore general strategies for doing so.

In the study reported in this paper, learners were randomly divided in two
groups: one group used GAT tangibles; the other group used pencils and paper.
All learners, however, tackled the same scenarios for GAT at school (briefly, GAT
scenarios), so as to have a comparable GAT experience in terms of learning goals
and tasks. Initial scenarios started with goals and tasks at the basis of GAT,
that is, understanding graphs and modelling a problem with graphs. Subsequent
scenarios gradually moved learners to more advanced goals and through the
related tasks, such as exploring the Prim Algorithm for constructing a minimum
spanning tree for a given graph.

Data related to learners’ engagement in the GAT experience were gathered
with different instruments and analysed. The comparison of engagement results
shows differences across the two groups in relation to the overall experience with
GAT: engagement is statistically significantly higher in the group who worked
with tangibles. Further analyses related to the group with tangibles help unveil
reasons for the superior engagement results: tangibles seem to engage learners
into watching, touching and talking for collaborating around a GAT scenario,
thereby soliciting diverse interaction modalities.
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1.3 Novelty and Outline

Compared to related work, to the best of our knowledge, the study reported
in this paper is the first that introduces 14–15 years old children to GAT via
tangibles. The study leveraged on a series of past actions, conducted by fol-
lowing an action-research paradigm [34,12]. Notice that past actions concerning
GAT tangibles focussed on the usability of the tangibles and the co-creation
of preliminary learning scenarios for GAT. The refined tangibles and scenarios,
resulting from past research, are employed in the study reported in this paper.
The study, reported in this paper, was never described in other publications
prior to this. The results of the study pave the way for work related to the de-
sign of multi-modal interactive solutions for (G)AT, which stimulate different
senses and engage learners.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents relevant related work.
Section 3 describes the field study design. Section 4 presents its results. Section 5
discusses the results of the study, along with reflections related to limitations
and future work.

2 Related Work

CT is relevant for nowadays’ children. Different interventions bring CT into
schools, but relatively few activities are related to AT, and even fewer are those
that employ tangibles. The next subsection briefly reports on some of them.
The goal of the reported study is to explore engagement in a GAT experience
with tangibles, which stimulate different senses—visual, tactile, auditory and
kinesthetic. The follow-up subsection outlines how engagement in an activity
can be defined and assessed.

2.1 Computational Thinking and Algorithmic Thinking

The twenty-first century is arguably the century of computing. Computing is in-
creasingly involved in transforming work, commerce, and everyday life: big data,
the internet of things, cloud computing, voice, and facial recognition, robotics,
and more. Social media are changing how and where people work, collaborate,
communicate, shop, travel, receive news and entertainment. Information tech-
nology is also transforming and innovating every discipline, becoming an integral
and transversal tool for every activity [30].

All that inevitably demands to prepare younger generations to CT to make
them able to interpret the world they are in and help shape it [54]. CT initiatives
in compulsory education curricula are being undertaken in Europe and various
other parts of the world [8]. The New Skills Agenda (European Commission,
2016) explicitly invites the Member States to develop “coding / Computer Sci-
ence” in education [20]. Indeed, more and more new projects aim at establishing
CT, and AT in basic education [39,42].

In the latest decade, the school world has shown a growing interest for intro-
ductory activities on basic elements of Computer Science, in many cases carried
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out through CT activities. The European Schoolnet published a report survey-
ing the current situation in 20 European countries [21]. In 13 of these countries,
programming has been (or soon will be) introduced in K-9 education. In seven
of these, among them Estonia, England and Greece, programming is included
as a compulsory part of the curriculum [4,53]. In non-European countries (e.g.
Israel, USA, Australia, New Zealand), elements of computer science have been
introduced into the basic school curricula [5,18]. More relevant for this paper is
research by Bollin et al.: they introduced a way to analyse and compare cur-
ricula, education standards and competency models, by using a graph-based
representation form and several graph-theoretical metrics [40].

Recent research reflects on the importance of making learners concentrate not
on the technology itself or programming per se, but on core CT skills, and espe-
cially AT skills [9]. AT, in particular, is promoted via three main approaches: (1)
without a computer such as CS unplugged [6]; (2) with computers for coding with
specific programming environments for younger learners, such as Scratch [33];
(3) with tangibles. This last approach is the one followed in this study.

Several research studies highlight the benefits that tangibles play in problem
solving tasks [50]. Well-known examples gravitating around various tangibles
are instructional activities with robotics, and others requiring different physi-
cal computing devices, which have been used in educational settings for many
decades [25]. Specifically, there are several activities which rely on educational
robotics [32]. An example is TangibleK, which used robotics and a tangible
interface as tools for teaching an engineering design process [7]. Teaching AT
through tangibles or physical objects has received increasing attention in re-
cent years albeit examples are few [26]. AT has been introduced, for instance,
with a haptic model [14,25]. That turned out to be helpful in different learning
contexts [19]. Another example is a tangible computational drum kit with pro-
grammable behaviour, or other tangibles that show how learners can successfully
develop AT [3,43,48,56]. A research highlighted that learners who used physical
manipulation (e.g., through the use of flashcards) were better at strategy design
than learners who did not use physical manipulation [1].

2.2 Engagement

Engagement is a debated construct in education, to the point that there is great
variety in the ways engagement is defined and operationalszed [47]. Although the
researchers’ interest in engagement has increased in the last years, its distinction
from other constructs such as motivation remains subject to debate [2,15].

Many researchers consider engagement as a meta-construct that includes
other sub-constructs [47]. Fredericks described what have become the three com-
mon sub-constructs of engagement in learning, with or without technology [23]:
behavioural, emotional, cognitive engagement. This paper focuses on behavioural
and emotional engagement, so as to assess whether children are engaged in GAT,
with or without tangibles.

In technology-mediated learning experiences, behavioural and emotional en-
gagement have been measured in different manners. The study in this paper
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considers two main instruments for assessing engagement, namely, observations
and self-report questionnaires, which are often combined in the design of ex-
ploratory and evolving learning technologies [27,28]. The original instruments
are explained, separately, in the following.

Questionnaire. Non-observable aspects of engagement, such as emotional en-
gagement, are often assessed with self-report questionnaires at the end of an
experience [2]. Self-reports have the advantage of representing the most direct
way of having insight on people’s emotional world [46]. For instance, learners
are asked to reflect on the various aspects of their commitment, and select the
answer that best describes them [24].

As suggested by Read and MacFarlane, such questionnaires for children need
to phrase questions in a language clear for children and have a specific format,
adequate to the considered age range [45]. In this research, the again-and-again
instrument of the standardised Fun Toolkit by Read and MacFarlane was used
to assess participants’ engagement in the entire experience. This consists of a
single question, asking participant children whether they “would do it again” or
whether they would suggest the experience to others. Younger learners answer
by choosing one out of usually 3 possible items on a discrete Likert type scale,
from “absolutely not”, to “absolutely yes”. The scale was changed to 5 items
with older children, as in the study reported in this paper.

Observations. Observations are most reliable when all learners are present in
the same location, and when they perform similar tasks, as in the case of the field
study reported in this paper with GAT tangibles. Observations can be direct by
an observer present in class, or indirect observations such as videos [22]. This
study employed videos, which enable for more reliably coding observations. The
BROMP observation protocol can be employed in observations so as to detect
and code diverse indicators of engagement [38]. Indicators, in general, are mark-
ers or descriptive parts inside the target construct [51]. The coding can be later
used to perform quantitative or qualitative analyses in relation to engagement,
as in the study reported in the remainder. The BROMP indicators are related
to tasks with a technology, and can be grouped into two broad categories, as
follows:

– behavioural indicators, related to being acting as supposed (e.g., using GAT
tangibles to find a spanning tree), or off-task, for a learner who is working
neither on his/her own nor interacting with others for the task at hand (e.g.,
using GAT tangibles to play);

– affective indicators, related to either (1) positive emotional states, such as
“delight”, for learners who are smiling or otherwise indicating that they are
having a pleasurable experience, (2) or negative emotional states, such as
“boredom”, for learners who appear to find the task dull or tedious.

The field study, reported in this paper, considered them all and slightly revised
behavioural indicators to the context of usage of GAT as explained in details in
the next section.
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3 Field Study

The field study, reported in this paper, took place in a technical school in Merano.
It involved 14–15 years old learners and their teacher. It took place at the end
of the school year.

This study leverages on prior work by Bonani et al., which studied and im-
proved on the usability of tangibles besides on the co-creation of learning scenar-
ios, e.g., [10,11]. Specifically, by following an action research paradigm, actions
involved teachers and learners of various age groups, from 9 to 14 years old. Ac-
tions led to the co-design of GAT scenarios with teachers. In turn, scenarios with
teachers stirred the design of more and more usable tangibles. The final revised
tangibles and scenarios are employed in the study reported in this paper.

This section starts with the research questions of the study. Then it reports
on the participants and how they were involved in the field study. The section
describes the adopted GAT scenarios, each with its own learning goal and related
tasks, for all participants in the study. It concludes with an outline of the GAT
tangibles and information on the data collection instruments.

3.1 Research Questions

The study revolved around two main research questions:

(RQ1) Are there differences in the engagement of learners with tangibles, over
the engagement of those with traditional paper-and-pencil means?

(RQ2) In case so, what could be task-related engagement indicators?

3.2 Participants

Before the study, parents or guardians were informed and asked to state their
agreement with their child’s research participation with a consent form approved
by the ethical board of the organising university.

A total of 28 learners participated in the study. Their teacher randomly
divided them into two groups. All tackled the same scenarios, as follows:

1. 20 learners tackled GAT scenarios with paper and pencil;
2. 8 learners tackled GAT scenarios with GAT tangibles.

Their participation lasted a total of 6 hours, split across different days.
The division of the groups into 20 and 8 was dictated for operational rea-

sons. The students who worked with tangibles operated in working groups of
4 students. The limited time available due to school organisational constraints,
as well space-related constraints imposed by the tangibles did not allow for the
creation of additional working groups.

Before the study, all participants already knew the word algorithm and knew
of CT, in that they had studied the basics of programming using the program-
ming language C#. None of the learners, however, had ever studied algorithms,
and they had no knowledge of graphs.
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Fig. 2. Students with GAT tangibles.

3.3 Scenarios

GAT shares several similarities with problem-solving in educational contexts. In
the research described in this paper, GAT in educational contexts is supported
by GAT scenarios, co-designed with school teachers over time.

GAT scenarios link the contents of learning to learners’ everyday life situa-
tions, and target the following main GAT skills:

(a) understanding: making learners understand certain graphs;
(b) modelling: making learners model certain problems with certain graphs;
(c) designing: making learners design strategies for solving certain problems

with certain graphs;
(d) exploring: making learners explore strategies for solving certain problems

with certain graphs.

All GAT scenarios follow the same structure. They share characteristics with
traditional learning scenarios [16]. They come with a learning goal, which is
related to one out of the four aforementioned ones (understanding, modelling,
designing or exploring). Moreover, they turn the goal into measurable objectives
for teachers, which are related to assessment instruments that teachers can use
in class. The scenarios also document the relevant information concerning the
environment in which they take place and the used technology, in case any
is used. GAT scenarios also share characteristics with scenarios of interaction
design, in that they focus on tasks of learners or teachers [44]. The description
of is mainly a narration of tasks in GAT, linked to the learning objectives of the
scenario and the primary learning goal. An example scenario is in Table 1.

The GAT study, reported in this paper, centred around GAT scenarios listed
in Table 3. Based on the main goal to be achieved, scenarios are grouped into
three main areas:

– building graphs,
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Title: Simple graphs.

Participants: 9–15 years old children; their teachers; possibly, a researcher as ob-
server or for technical assistance.

Goal: To understand simple graphs, and to model problems with simple
graphs.

Objectives: To understand the properties of a simple graph, namely, (P1) it has
no self-loops, and (P2) it has no parallel edges; to model a problem
with simple graphs so that P1 and P2 are satisfied.

Assessment
instruments:

Question-answering during the activity; post-activity questionnaire.

Environment: A classroom (with a table for placing GAT tangibles, if present);
learners are free to move around and collaborate.

Description: The teacher introduces a problem which can be modelled as a simple
graph, e.g., islands to connect as in Fig. 1. The teacher introduces
mistakes on purpose and asks learners to reflect on them (according
to the feedback of GAT tangibles, if used). Mistakes are related to
properties of simple graphs: (P1) self-loops; (P2) parallel edges.
Then, the teacher introduces other similar example problem and asks
learners to model them as simple graphs (with GAT tangibles, if
present). An example for teachers is in Table 2. The teacher invites
learners to reason upon their choices.
Finally, the teacher stirs the conversation so as to abstract properties
P1 and P2 from the examples, in order to foster the understanding of
simple graphs.

Table 1. A scenario, related to building simple graphs

– finding a spanning tree,
– finding a minimum spanning tree.

Each area is preparatory to the next one: a teacher starts from scenarios per-
taining to building graphs and gradually moves towards the others. Specifically,
a teacher starts asking students to build a graph for real-life situations, e.g.,
see the simple-graph scenario in Table 1. Next, the teacher asks learners to find
first a tree, then a spanning tree and finally a minimum spanning tree, always
referring to real-life situations, e.g., how to connect all islands with connecting
bridges by minimising the costs of bridges (find a minimum spanning tree). See
Fig. 1.

3.4 Tangibles

GAT tangibles are physical objects, made interactive and smart through pro-
grammable microelectronics. Examples of GAT tangibles of the study are in
Fig. 2, whereas a possible educational setting has already been depicted in Fig. 1.

From an architecture viewpoint, GAT tangibles are part of a distributed
client-server system, with server and clients communicating through WiFi. The
server, usually the teacher’s laptop, coordinates clients, displays the interface for
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Graph

Desks are located as shown in the image. During the whole year, the teacher recorded
the classmates of each learner:
learner classmates during the year
Anna Paul, Markus
Martina Hans, Markus
Hans Martina, Markus
Paul Anna, Miriam
Miriam Paul
Markus Hans, Martina, Anna
Julia ——
(a) Can you represent this situation with a graph?
(b) What do nodes represent? And what do edges stand for?
(c) What are the properties of this graph?

Table 2. An example for teachers related to the simple graph scenario

teachers, verifies graph properties and hence enables for GAT with tangibles, ac-
cording to what is specified in GAT scenarios. See Fig. 3 for the teacher interface
as well as Fig. 1 for the overall setting.

Fig. 3. The teacher interface.

GAT tangibles are the clients of the system. See Fig. 4. They are used by
learners to construct and reason with graphs and graph algorithms.

GAT tangibles interact with the server and learners through microelectronic
components. They represent parts of a graph, such as nodes and edges, and addi-
tional components such as the so-called confirmation button. They are explained
briefly in the following.

Nodes. Nodes of a graph are 3D-printed hemispheres with a Raspberry Pi
3 micro-computer, a PowerBank, several micro-electronic components such as
LED coloured strips or simple red LEDs, 4 USB sockets for cables, representing
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Scenario GAT skill

Nodes and Edges Understanding a graph, modelling a problem using a graph

Simple Graph Understanding a graph, modelling a problem using a graph

Connected Graph Understanding a graph, modelling a problem using a graph

Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, de-
signing a strategy

Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, ex-
ploring a strategy

Minimum Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, de-
signing a strategy

Minimum Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, ex-
ploring a strategy

Minimum Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, ex-
ploring a strategy (Prim)

Minimum Spanning Tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a tree, ex-
ploring a strategy (Prim)

Table 3. List of scenarios

Fig. 4. Schema of GAT tangibles.

edges. A button on top of the hemisphere is used to select or deselect the node,
e.g., in case learners have to select components of a spanning tree. See Fig. 5.

Edges. Edges of a graph are electrical cables ending with USB connectors,
terminating in nodes. Similarly to nodes, edges have a button on a small 3D-
printed box, positioned halfway through the cable, enabling edge selection or
deselection, e.g., when learners are building a spanning tree. Near the button,
small LEDs in a small box serve to indicate the edge’s weight, e.g., when learners
are working with weighted graphs. This small box also contains a Raspberry Pi
0, a lithium-polymer battery and several electronics components. See Fig. 5.

Confirmation button. The confirmation button is a cylinder having on
top a large LED blue button, pressed for giving specific feedback, typically for
checking whether a task is complete, according to the GAT scenario under con-
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sideration. It consist in a Raspberry Pi 0 with a PowerBank and several electronic
components. See Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. GAT tangibles: two nodes, one edge and its confirmation button.

3.5 Data Collection

Data were collected in relation to the main research questions: (RQ1), which
investigates differences in engagement between those using tangibles and those
using traditional means; (RQ2), which explores task-related engagement with
tangibles.

By following a mixed-method approach, data were collected with two instru-
ments, explained in Section 2, one per research question. The again-and-again
instrument of Read and MacFarlane was used in order to tackle (RQ1). In case
of (RQ2), indirect observations (videos) were used, considering engagement in-
dicators of the BROMP protocol with tasks of GAT scenarios.

The again-and-again instrument was administered to learners at the end of
the study. It had a single question: would you suggest the GAT experience to
another class?. Learners answered by choosing one out of 5 possible items on a
discrete Likert type scale, from “absolutely not”, to “absolutely yes”.

The BROMP protocol was employed by researchers trained in coding indi-
cators of engagement in videos, at the end of the study.

4 Results

4.1 Engagement Differences (R1)

Both the group with tangibles and the group with pencil-and-paper reported
about their engagement in GAT via the again-and-again instrument. Their an-
swers were aggregated into: non-positive, indicating lack of engagement, in case
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of “absolutely not”, “probably not” and “neuter”; positive, indicating engage-
ment, in case of “probably yes” and “absolutely yes”. Table 4 shows the propor-
tions of answers per item of the scale, divided per group, and the proportions of
positive answers.

Answers pencil-and-paper tangibles

absolutely not 1 0
maybe not 0 0
neuter 10 0
maybe yes 4 3
absolutely yes 0 5

Total 15 8
Positive 4 8

Table 4. Again-and-again question answers

Then 95%-Confidence Intervals (95%-CIs) were calculated by using the Ad-
justed Wald method around proportions of positive answers out of all given
answers. Results are different per group:

– 95%-CI[0.1, 0.52] for the pencil-and-paper-group,
– 95%-CI[0.7, 1] for the tangible-group.

Since the CIs of the positive answers between the two groups do not overlap,
there is 95% confidence about a significant difference between the two groups’
engagement [49].

Given such strong engagement results for the group of learners using GAT
tangibles, two researchers analysed the videos of the learners’ tasks with GAT
tangibles, in order to confirm, or not, the self-report findings, and to explore
further opportunities for engaging learners in GAT. How they proceeded and
results of the analysis are reported next.

4.2 Task-related Engagement (R2)

Videos were segmented and annotated by considering tasks of GAT scenarios and
the BROMP engagement indicators. The usage of BROMP was briefly motivated
in Section 2. Its usage in the study is explained in details as follows.

An on-task behaviour refers to a student who is doing what he or she is
supposed to be doing, whereas an off-task behaviour refers to the opposite case.
It is also possible to make other distinctions and those relevant for the study are
listed in Table 5. BROMP generally uses a dual coding scheme, which records
the behaviour simultaneously, but separately from affect. The affective indicators
commonly used are recapped in Table 6.

Two researchers, both trained in coding, worked independently on a set of
videos of learners, not in the tangible-group, with GAT tangibles. For each
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On-task Description

Conversation who is working toward his assignment while having conversation
with another learner or teacher about the learning task.

Help seeking who has paused work, but only because she/he is seeking help
from another learner/teacher.

Proactive Remedia-
tion

teacher receives information on learner progress and intervenes
to work with the learners.

Off-task Description

Aggression who is off task and behaving in a threatening manner towards
another learner.

Passive who is off task but not interacting with anybody.

Social who interacting with peers not about the task.

Table 5. BROMP behavioural indicators of (dis)engagement

learner and task, they coded behavioural and affective indicators, simultane-
ously but independently.

They compared their results, and agreed on the “work” indicator for a learner
interacting directly with the GAT material (e.g., tangibles), or observing other
learners doing it. They also merged “conversation”, “help seeking” and “proac-
tive remediation” into “conversation”, given that they were not easy to distin-
guish. All other indicators were maintained as in Tables 5 and 6.

Positive Description

Engaged concentra-
tion

who is paying focused attention to his/her primary current task.

Delight who is smiling or otherwise indicating that they are having a
pleasurable experience.

Surprise when posture, facial expressions, or vocal expressions indicate
that a previous affective state was interrupted unexpectedly.

Negative Description

Confusion who looks like they are having difficulty understanding the learn-
ing material/tasks.

Boredom who appears to find the task dull or tedious.

Frustration who presents feelings of distress or annoyance.

Table 6. BROMP affective state indicators of (dis)engagement

Thereby the two researchers proceeded, independently, to code all videos
of the tangible-group of the field study. Finally, they compared their results.
Their percentage agreement was calculated (83%) and differences were resolved
through discussion with a third researcher. No off-task behaviour or negative
affective indicators emerged. All on-task behaviour indicators emerged. As for
the affective indicators, “engaged concentration” and “delight” emerged.
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Table 7 reports the coding of all tasks with GAT tangibles by means of
engagement indicators, behavioural and affective, and the related percentages of
occurrence. In particular, 39.17% of tasks were coded as “work”. The majority
of tasks, namely, 57.50%, were coded specifically as “work with conversation”, a
novel indicator which emerged with GAT tangibles. This denotes a collaborative
conversation-based activity, e.g., a group of learners spontaneously started a
discussion on the strategies for creating a spanning tree. Moreover, conversation
opportunities were coded in almost all modelling, design or exploration tasks,
whereas they did not emerge in understanding tasks, which apparently required
more individual reflections.

As for affective indicators, 84.17% of tasks were coded as “engaged concentra-
tion”, and 15.83% as “delight”. Delight indicators were most difficult to trace in
videos. However, they emerged mainly when feedback through LEDs was given.

Indicator for coded tasks with GAT tangibles Percentage

work 39.17%

work with conversation 57.50%

engaged concentration 84.17%

delight 15.83%
Table 7. Indicators for coded tasks with GAT tangibles and occurrence percentages

Other interesting observations were traced by researchers in their own notes
while coding. In particular, it emerged that, when learners were designing and
exploring strategies for building trees, the teacher sometimes had to stop them:
the novelty and ease of use of tangibles tended to make learners rush through
tasks of scenarios without deeply reflecting on strategies. Moreover, learners were
able to see all nodes and edges arranged on tables and, based on this global view,
they tended to construct a minimum spanning tree, without reflecting about a
step-by-step strategy, unless invited by the teacher to do so.

5 Discussion

This section reflects on results of the mixed-method research study, reported
above, in relation to the two research questions, gravitating around engagement
in GAT: (RQ1) differences in engagement among groups, with either pencil and
paper, or tangibles; (RQ2) task-related engagement indicators and what may be
reasons for them.

Results concerning engagement in the entire GAT experience and differences
among groups (RQ1) were collected through a self-report standardised instru-
ment, asking whether learners would repeat the experience. Statistical analyses
show that engagement was different between the pencil-and-paper group and the
tangible group. See Table 4. Note that only 4 out of 15 in the pen-and-paper
group were positive (“maybe yes”), whereas 8 out 8 of the tangible were positive
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or very positive (“maybe yes”, “absolutely yes”). As remarked by an anonymous
reviewer of this paper, it is also interesting that only 1 out of 15 in the pencil-
and-paper, and none in the tangible group were absolutely negative (“absolutely
no”). Such result suggests that the GAT topic per se was interesting and the
usage of tangibles seems to have played a role in engaging learners differently.

In particular, there is a statistically significant difference among the two
groups, with positive results for the tangible-group. In other words, GAT turned
out to be significantly more engaging with tangibles than with pencil-and-paper,
in spite of the period in which it was proposed—the end of the school year, right
before the start of a long summer break.

Given such results, videos of the tangible-group were analysed and coded, so
as to trace reasons for the superior engagement results and answer the second
research question (RQ2). Coding looked for (dis)engagement indicators, both
behavioural and affective, recapped in Table. The video analysis of the tangible-
group confirmed results about engagement self-reports. It also indicates what
might have mostly engaged learners, as discussed in the following.

First of all, the video analysis highlighted that the use of GAT tangibles
enabled learners to reflect on the tasks they were carrying out, mainly through
conversations with others, in line with socio-constructivism for learning which
GAT tangibles refer to. For instance, learners spontaneously started a discussion
on the strategies for creating a spanning tree. Moreover, conversations were
coded in modelling, design or exploration tasks, whereas they did not emerge in
understanding tasks, which apparently relied on individual reflections.

The video analysis also highlighted that learners from the tangible-group were
mostly engaged with concentration, and show delight expressions especially when
LED or sound feedback was given in response to their actions. However, notes by
coders also reveal an aspect which deserves attention in a learning context: when
learners were designing and exploring strategies for trees, the teacher sometimes
had to stop them, because they tended to rush through scenarios and manipulate
tangibles. Such results deserves reflections for the future design of tangibles for
GAT, which are presented in the conclusions.

6 Conclusions

This paper reports on research related to the usage of tangibles for fostering
AT, part of CT, in schools. The research in the paper focuses on AT for graphs,
namely, GAT. Grounded on socio-constructivism and soliciting a multi-modal
experience, it supports a novel approach to GAT for schools, which requires the
usage of GAT tangibles with companion scenarios for different learning goals. It
stems from past action-based research, which helped design GAT scenarios and
develop GAT tangibles of the study.

The study was conducted with 14–15 years old learners, from the first year
of a technical high school, and their teacher. No learners knew of graphs or GAT
before participating in the study, albeit they understood the concept of algo-
rithm. All learners performed the same GAT scenarios, which consider different
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GAT skills, ranging from the understanding of basic graph properties to the
exploration of strategies for solving problems with graphs. However, the par-
ticipant learners were split into two groups, one using GAT tangibles and the
other instead using pencil-and-paper material. Data processing adopted a mixed-
method research approach so as to investigate the main research question, that
is, what learners’ engagement in GAT was. Data were processed by means of two
different instruments: the standardised again-and-again self-report instrument,
asking whether learners would like to repeat the GAT experience; observations
in videos of learners in GAT, lately coded by adopting and slightly adapting
engagement indicators, standard in the technology-education literature.

Self-reported data were analysed with SPSS and compared between groups,
with and without GAT tangibles. Results show differences between groups. The
group working with tangibles tended to have higher levels of engagement with
the experience than the other group: differences for engagement are statistically
significant. Such results were then triangulated with results of the analysis of ob-
servations, related to learners’ engagement in tasks with GAT tangibles, so as to
understand possible reasons for the strongly positive engagement results for GAT
with tangibles. It emerged that scenarios with GAT tangibles spontaneously led
students to move and engage in conversations, whereas paper-and-pencil based
scenarios did not naturally lead students to interact and collaborate. That can
partly explain differences in engagement.

The paper concludes acknowledging the limitations of the reported research,
related to learners’ engagement with GAT, and with lessons for future work
related to GAT, both from the education researchers’ and practitioners’ per-
spective, and the perspective of Human Computer Interaction (HCI).

6.1 Limitations of the Work

The contextual nature of the reported work, and the small number of involved
participants affect the generality of its results. However, the intervention at
school was described with contextual factors, so as to make it possible to replicate
it in other different contexts. Further detailed information on the study protocol,
and the data collection instruments are publicly available in a report [12].

Furthermore, the employed tangibles per se might have also placed con-
straints. The limited number of available tangibles affected the number of learn-
ers using them in the study. The use of tangibles, and the time spent every time
before using them (e.g., connecting and activating edges) also constrained the
time-span of the GAT intervention within the educational context.

However, results of learners with GAT tangibles indicate their strong en-
gagement with respect to results of learners using pencil and paper, advocating
for interactive multi-sensory experiences for teaching GAT, as discussed in the
remainder of this paper.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

In view of the results concerning the group using GAT tangibles, in the future,
education researchers and teachers could consider collaborative approaches to
teaching GAT through tangible artefacts, which stimulate conversations, physi-
cal manipulations and movement, as GAT tangibles do. In fact GAT tangibles
seem to have played a role in engaging learners in work-related conversations in
all tasks which go beyond pure understanding of basic concepts (e.g., graphs and
trees), namely, in modelling, designing or exploring (e.g., modelling a problem
with a graph and designing a strategy concerning how to find a spanning tree).

HCI researchers could consider the fact that the number of GAT tangibles
made learners approach tasks related to (spanning) trees without thinking strate-
gically. Future work may consider adopting a larger number of nodes and edges.
Such a choice might induce learners to appreciate the importance of a step-by-
step general strategy, as opposed to intuitive choices on an ad-hoc basis.

Although this paper did not focus on learning, learning and engagement
are often correlated. For instance, Gennari et al. show that a high level of en-
gagement, related to self-reported affective indicators, significantly correlated to
high learning performances, related to the quality of children’s products, part
of the learning activity [29]. On-going work of authors of this paper is consider-
ing learning and engagement results, reported in this study, and studying their
correlations.

Last but not least, this paper considered observable indicators of engagement
with technology-mediated tasks, part of the the technology education literature.
The original indicators were slightly adapted and made evolve, as documented
in the paper, by considering the specific context of tangibles for GAT, which is
collaborative and relying on physical objects to move. Future work may apply
such indicators in similar contexts. Interestingly, as pointed out by an anonymous
reviewer of this manuscript, similar engagement indicators were considered in
the HCI literature, in the work by Nasir and colleagues [37]. Their results point
to at least two distinct multi-modal behavioural patterns which indicate “high
learning in constructivist, collaborative activities”. Future work can investigate
whether their specific patterns are correlated to engagement indicators found
across GAT tasks, reported in this paper.
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